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Sports system holistic view interpretation and concept research contemplation 
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Abstract: Based on system holistic view, by applying research methods such as literature data and logic reasoning, 

the author thought about sports concept related issues in China on the basis of interpreting sports system holism, and 

drew the following conclusions: sport is system holism composed of various elements and subsystems under certain 

organizations, structures and relationships, provided with characteristics such as holistic, correlative, hierarchic and 

dynamic. For the definition of the sports concept, the function value of sports object holism should be grasped; in 

sports nature exploration, the intrinsic and extrinsic relations of various sports elements should be considered; for 

sports classification, the hierarchic relationships of the sports system should be considered; sports content estab-

lishment should be in conformity with sports scope dynamic changes. Aiming at complicated sports phenomena, 

sports concept research should follow sports system holistic view thinking, examine sports system holistic functions 

with broad thinking, grasp the intrinsic and extrinsic relations of sport with comprehensive thinking, carry out 

transversal and longitudinal comparison on sports phenomena with open thinking, and look on sports scope changes 

with developing thinking. 
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